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I. Introduction
Launched in ???? by East Press, Manga de Dokuha ??reading through with 
manga?? series involves a variety of world literary classics, political works and religious 
books, in which Shakespeare?s works, King Lear ??????, The Merchant of Venice ??????, 
Macbeth ??????, and Hamlet ?????? are included. Since the series covers a wide-range 
of controversial political issues, its publication aroused much attention from the media. 
Typically, the comic version of Karl Marx?s Das Kapital became a subject of great topical 
interest in the media even before its publication. The Independent forecast that the comic 
version was ?expected to be a bestseller? while The Japan Times claimed that ?Karl Marx 
is finding a new audience among Japanese comic book fans.¹? Moreover, The Independent 
also mentioned other titles included in the series, such as Leo Tolstoy?s War and Peace, 
Dante?s Divine Comedy, Adolf Hitler?s Mein Kampf, and Shakespeare?s King Lear?. 
Obviously, this series has attracted international attention due to the global impact of 
manga ?from being a quick style of comics to being the new comic-book art format? 
?Johnson-Woods ??. In an article titled ?Novels under Manga Cover: Convenience 
Stores Go Literary,? the report of Yomiuri Shinbun mentioned that the ?? titles of Manga 
de Dokuha had sold ???,??? copies in the year after publication?. The series is not only 
sold at convenience stores, but has web-based, online versions currently available for 
public consumption. Additionally, East Press provides readers with a link to comment on 
works produced and even to recommend their favorite literary works for publishing. The 
publication of this series is an innovative attempt to repackage a variety of domestic and 
foreign literary works into digestible comic format, as Nozomu Omori, a book reviewer, 
asserts that the series should be prized ?for its brave idea of challenging the impossible 
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mission of transforming literary works into the format of manga?.? 
Statistics in Japan show that ? million copies of over ??? titles of classics had been 
sold by ???? which is enough to prove the series? popularity?. East Press is still carrying 
on ?the impossible mission? since the publisher declares that two manga versions of 
masterpieces will be produced on the first day of each month. In spite of its popularity 
and wide-discussions among readers, this series seems to have been neglected by literary 
critics. Likewise, Shakespeare?s works in this series received much more attention from 
non-Shakespeareans rather than from Shakespeareans in Japan. 
Taking this situation and a detailed study of the readership as a starting point, 
my analysis draws on the specific perspectives of the four adaptations ?King Lear, The 
Merchant of Venice, Macbeth and Hamlet in Manga de Dokuha series. This essay attempts to 
make clear how the readership develops, and to what extent the series influences readers? 
understanding of the original works. Additionally, through a close reading of each 
adaptation, I will examine how the contributors manage to transform the original lines 
into graphic and verbal languages of manga, and how far the adaptation departs from the 
original. Then, I will discuss the features or perspectives which distinguish them from 
other Shakespeare manga in Japan. Ultimately, I will demonstrate the realistic meaning 
and cultural values of the four Shakespeare manga versions.
II. The Readership of Shakespeare’s Four Texts
Generally speaking, Manga de Dokuha series aims to build a bridge between 
literary masterpieces and common readers. In fact, the so-called common readers have 
been defined concretely. For example, the adaptation of Karl Marx?s Das Kapital is 
targeted at oﬃce workers in their thirties?. According to the published literary classics, it 
could be concluded that Manga de Dokuha series, on the whole, targets adults as its core 
readership. In other words, the series could be categorized as adult manga. In fact, there 
are more specific new sub-genres of adult manga since the ????s, including?introductory 
manga,? business manga,? political manga,? education manga,? literary manga,? and 
?documentary manga?Kinsella ???. From the mid-????s to the mid-????s, the best-
selling manga series belonged to the new genres of political and business manga ?Kinsella 
???.  Consequently, more and more publishers attempted to take advantage of a new 
political and cultural environment to develop adult manga. The revival hit of Manga De 
Dokuha series, especially those political works, such as Das Kapital and The Crab Factory 
Ship, proves the continuity of the trend in adult manga. 
Due to its direct appeal to certain target readers, this series automatically takes 
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an active role in an informal process of adult literary education. In his Financial Diary, 
Kazuki Fujizawa, a businessman, gives a strong recommendation of Manga de Dokuha due 
to the fact that through reading the series,  -businessmen can enlarge their knowledge 
about literature and politics, enabling them to communicate skillfully with a variety of 
people in their social circles?. On one hand, some people, most of whom are possibliy 
from the financial field or have connections with finance, gave responses to his comments 
in his blog and shared their reviews of diﬀerent works. On the other hand, a few argued 
that it is unnecessary to read manga to improve their literary knowledge, as this is 
something which one could find easily on internet. Nevertheless, the series could be used 
as a convenient tool to digest hard-to-understand classics through visualization, especially 
Shakespeare texts because ?The visual messages alongside minimal print can help a reader 
process the story, providing a literary experience that is not fraught with the frustration 
that often plagues beginning readers as they struggle to comprehend the meaning in a 
traditional text-only book?Gorman???. 
Since Shoyo Tsubouchi, Shakespeare?s plays have been translated and adapted in 
Japanese by many scholars and directors: as successors of Shoyo, Tsuneari Fukuda and Junji 
Kinoshita have contributed much to the translation; Akira Kurosawa?s first Shakespeare 
film ?Kumonosujo, or Throne of Blood ??????, is regarded as ?the great masterpiece among 
Shakespeare films? Bradshaw ????; Yukio Ninagawa is recognized as the central figure in 
producing intercultural Shakespeare stage adaptations. Instead of choosing among a variety 
of translations, the audience seems to prefer visualized adaptations of the original texts 
more, and typically cinematic adaptations are more attractive than stage performances. 
However, whatever readers or audiences select, they have to spend much time in reading 
translations, watching stage performances or appreciating movies. Comparing to the ways 
above, for most Japanese, manga is more popular and accessible. It only takes readers 
twenty or thirty minutes to enjoy a manga version on the premise that you only want to 
know generally but not necessarily get acquainted with or understand the work deeply.
In her ?Manga Shakespeare,? Emma Hayley states, ?Manga, with its pace and vigor, 
was particularly appropriate for Shakespeare, who intended his plays to be seen rather 
than to be read?????. There is no doubt that the Shakespeare texts included could be 
accurately categorized as ?literary manga.? Although it is not the first time that Japanese 
artists have experimented with Shakespeare as manga, the versions of Shakespeare?s four 
texts included in the series might be said to be the first few adaptations that have clearly 
defined readers. It is of great significance that the style of this Shakespeare manga diﬀers 
from previous ones. It is noted that manga is widely used as an educational aid as part of 
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the learning of Japanese history, but Japanese Shakespeare manga has seldom played such 
a role. Instead, Shakespeare has been always used by manga as a plot device in Japan. Such 
features contrast with the popularity of adopting Shakespeare comic books in education in 
western countries: just as Ryuta Minami has claimed, ?The cachet of popular Shakespeare 
products in Japan seems to lie in the very now-Shakespearean elements that actually 
compose them?????. That is to say, Shakespeare?s plays frequently serve as a base in 
manga, but the standards they use to judge their own culture are ultimately their own. 
Following such a tradition, certain original works of Shakespeare have been adapted 
into sh?jo manga ?girls?manga? in which female characters are focused on, such as 
Riyoko Ikeda?s adaptation of Othello ??????, which shifts the focus from Othello to 
Desdemona ?Hayley ????. According to Jennifer Prough, sh?jo manga ?tends to revolve 
around issues of love and friendship, and filled with unrequited love, love triangles????. 
Thus, Romeo and Juliet is frequently adapted in sh?jo manga because of its romantic plots?. 
As Hayley asserts, ?Many of Shakespeare?s plays do not easily fit into the conventional 
manga categories both because of the nature of the plays themselves and also because 
Shakespeare has a wide-reaching readership both in terms of age and gender?????. As 
adult manga, the focus of selected Shakespeare texts must be suitable for the contents and 
themes of the genre. Sharon Kinsella has suggested, ?In the language of contemporary 
culture the concept of ?adult?has become closely linked to the concept of ?serious?
and by association of ?realistic????-??. It is noticeable that the readers of adult manga 
specially targeted at middle-aged male audience are in reality often younger. Obviously, 
those Shakespeare works which are popular in sh?jo manga do not fit in the adult taste of 
this series. Therefore, the editor or the producer of Manga de Dokuha must have his own 
considerations and perspectives on selecting Shakespeare?s texts.
From the Shakespearean works selected: King Lear, The Merchant of Venice, Macbeth 
and Hamlet, it may be observed that all of them feature male protagonists. Generally, 
with the exception of The Merchant of Venice, the three tragedies begin with a struggle 
for the throne or for its consolidation while each ends with the monarch?s death and 
a new coronation. From the comments given by the readers, it might be supposed that 
such titles are a way to arouse the curiosity of male adult readers. For example, Kimihiko 
Ootsuru, a critic, recommended and commented on the four Shakespeare works in the 
series?. Regarding The Merchant of Venice, Takafumi Horie, a Japanese entrepreneur, in 
his ?Financial Diary? of his oﬃcial blog, suggested, ?People in the financial field must 
read Shakespeare?s The Merchant of Venice? for Jewish usury is an interesting topic for 
businessmen??. It is difficult to say to what extent Shakespeare manga contributes to 
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popularizing Shakespeare, but it is certain that it is an eﬀective and speedy way for adults 
to gain a general idea about Shakespeare.
III. The Specific Perspectives of the Four Manga Versions
The distinctive points of the Shakespeare manga versions are not only embodied in 
their potentially educational eﬀect, but also reflect the way they have been selected and 
the  kinds of specific perspectives these works attempt to show. As I have mentioned, the 
first books in this series to be launched were mostly related to political concerns and social 
issues. The reason is possibly due to the fact that ?Manga has always been a contentious 
medium prone to the ?practice [of ] politics?quoted from Kinsella ??. Certainly, 
Shakespeare manga are not always necessarily involved in political and economic aﬀairs, 
but the plays must constitute some specific points to cater to the readership of adult 
manga. The source from which the Japanese translation of each manga version derives 
is not stated, but it is noticeable that much of the verbal language comes directly from 
cinematic adaptation, such as The Merchant of Venice. Possibly due to commercial purposes 
and a guarantee of popularity, the manga versions contain references to other adaptations. 
Nevertheless, it is better to clarify how the versions incorporate the individual imagination 
and perception to present effectively the complexities of Shakespeare texts. From this 
point of view, the Shakespeare manga in the series are unique and worthy of close reading
1. The representation of the poor in King Lear  
Suzuki Tadashi claims that ?Lear?s tragedy of solitude and madness must be 
brought to any old man living in any age in any country?Carruthers ??? while R. A. 
Foakes argues, ?King Lear speaks more largely than the other tragedies to the anxieties 
and problems of the modern world?????. Since ?Shakespeare has shaped many of the 
categories and themes through which we have come to understand human life, human 
nature, and human culture?Garber ????, readers as well as critics must attempt to find 
relevance in his works. This concern will lead us directly into our inquiry about how the 
work is interpreted by this manga version or how such a version might encourage readers 
to reconsider the work through some departures from the original text. 
The manga King Lear begins with a bleak and depressing scene. In the first panel 
the title of Act ? Lear and His Three Daughters? is printed, with a light circle is faintly 
visible in the background ???. A small panel under it shows a relatively clear light circle 
and three crows flying in the sky. Then several human figures appear in the same panel, one 
of whom is especially impressive. Even though he is a tiny figure in the picture, the readers 
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can easily notice that he has only one leg and uses two walking sticks to support himself. 
A huge crow appears in the next small panel, perching on something. The next frame on 
the left is parallel to the two small pictures reveals that this object is a human skull, and 
the disabled man with his head lowered is walking by the skull. Behind him, in the light 
circle, the crows and the ruins meet the readers?eyes. The last panel is a simple depiction of 
castles standing in the distance and there is nothing noticeable except the statement ?This 
is a solar eclipse.? This idea possibly comes from Gloucester?s statement about ?eclipses? 
in Act ? Scene ?, as ?These late eclipses in the sun and moon portend  no good to us? 
??.?.??-??. As we know, a solar eclipse is an occasion when the moon passes between the 
sun and the earth, and the moon fully or partly blocks the sun ?OED?. Such a meaningful 
word together with the scene of devastation indicates that both the country and the people 
are suﬀering; just as Foakes states, the play has become ?Shakespeare?s bleakest and most 
despairing vision of suﬀering, all hints of consolation undermined or denied??-??.
It is soon recognized that one of the biggest departures from Shakespeare?play 
is in the representation of Edgar. As the stage direction indicates, Edgar is disguised as 
a madman when he meets Lear ????. But in the manga, he tries to save himself in the 
disguise of a poor man, or even a beggar. He declares the death of himself as Edgar and 
his rebirth as poor Tom ????.  In the play, Edgar plays an important role in the mock trial 
and in his lines on Lear?s suﬀering ??.??. However, the manga has this part cut and his role 
is expanded to another. Generally, what has repeatedly caught the attention of critics has 
been the long tradition of the play seen in transcendent terms as ?the pilgrimage of Man 
enduring the worst that his enemies, fortune and the gods can throw at him, but on the 
path to a final victory of Love or Good over Evil?Foakes ???. Instead of Lear?s pilgrimage, 
the manga version recuperates a sense of Edgar?s progress as a pilgrimage of the poor. In 
order to discover the truth of his being unjustly treated, Edgar disguises himself as one of 
the ?people at the bottom of the society where he thinks smile begins and hope exists?????. 
Furthermore, as one of the poor, he feels that he has nothing to be afraid of ?????.
According to Foakes, ?Edgar?s importance as symbolic ?unaccommodated man?lies 
in stirring Lear and Gloucester to a new awareness of what they neglected when in power, 
or simply failed to see?????. In the manga, Edgar only becomes the aide of Gloucester, 
and actually he does not bring him before Lear in the tent. Instead, he hides himself 
among a group of poor and witnesses what happens to Lear. When Lear is deprived of all 
his property and rejected by Goneril and Regan, he wanders with the Fool and Kent in 
the storm. Briefly introducing Lear in the storm, the illustrator shifts his focus inside the 
tent where Lear notices there are so many poor people. In one panel, the poor in rags cry 
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and turn to Lear for help ????. Obviously, the frame shows that Lear is astonished by the 
scene and he begins to show his sympathy to them. He says, ?As the king of the country, 
I have never thought about you,? and he asks in pathetic absurdity, ?Have you given what 
you have to your children? Thus you become what you are now????? On the one hand, 
the depiction indicates that, as a king, Lear does not rule his country well; on the other 
hand, he does not realize the roots of the suﬀerings of the poor or his responsibility. In 
fact, such negative aspects of Lear on ruling were in no way embodied in the original text. 
After Lear delivers his speech, he seems to realize that nobody can understand him 
????. Looking half-crazy, he says to Kent and the Fool, ?We are imitations, and they [the 
poor] are real. Shall we become them????? In order to identify himself with the poor, 
Lear starts tearing oﬀ his clothes. It is a gesture that seems to symbolize the stripping 
away of his power, his role and authority, but also shows him casting oﬀ all the trappings 
he no longer needs, and accepting his new community with the poor. Through such 
portrayal, the readers could recognize that it is only when Lear is marginalized and lacks 
the power to do anything that he begins to feel for the poor, and to turn his self-pity to a 
concern with the poor.
We will shortly learn that when Edgar wanders with a large group of the poor 
he meets Gloucester. He is not only a witness to the suﬀerings of Lear among the poor 
but disguises himself as one of them to lead Gloucester after the old man has lost his 
sight. For the readers, the image of the poor or the beggars is enlarged in the manga. To 
a certain extent, the representation of the poor or beggars is striking and exhibits the 
central interest of this manga version of the suﬀerings of the poor. As I have mentioned 
at the outset, the manga King Lear was launched when the global financial crisis hit Japan 
hard as it did with all major industrialized countries. Meantime, national political power 
was volatile, with frequent changes of leadership. It is not impossible to associate such 
representation of the poor with political uncertainty and a variety of social problems in 
Japan. The readers could find political relevance in their contemporary society. 
Rather than seeing the play finally in negative terms, the viewers will feel relieved to 
some degree. It is worth remarking that the Fool is not killed at the end of the manga which 
is very likely an idea deriving from Kurosawa?s Ran ??????, the Japanese director?s cinematic 
adaptation of King Lear. Related to his important role in the play, the reader realizes his 
existence when he repeats what Edgar said, ?The bottom is the beginning of smiling? 
?????. The Fool, squatting on a rock with other people around him, looks into distance 
where the sun is rising, and says, ?what exists there is hope.? Such suggestive ending 
not only echoes and responds to the ?solar eclipse? of the opening scene, but provides 
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the readers with the strongest suggestion of hope. To some extent, the ending weakens 
the tragic color of the original text. Supposedly, the manga King Lear might be seen 
as Japanese self-concern and preoccupations. Thus, this analysis here seems culturally 
determined rather than textually shaped. 
2. The tension between Christian and Jew in The Merchant of Venice
Given its tragic take on Shylock?s character, the manga version The Merchant 
of Venice makes textual cuts and interpolative additions at fairly predictable points. 
Furthermore, the intermingling of the Shakespearean text with Michael Radford?s film 
version is a distinguishing feature of the manga The Merchant of Venice. It is remarking 
that part of lines in the manga comes from the film. Although the manga version uses 
Radford?s sympathy towards Shylock for reference, it also develops its own perspective 
and dramatic context in representing Shylock, which reflects the historical changes of 
Japanese perspectives in the representation of Shylock and Jewish people. Moreover, its 
perception of anti-Christianity, which is not expressed in Radford?s version, also readjusts 
our expectations of conventional Shakespeare interpretations.
The tension between Christians and Jews in Venice is at the heart of Shakespeare?s 
play. Radford exposes such tension to a great extent through providing a strong background 
about the ethnic and religious intolerance in the interpolated opening scene. In addition 
to the narrative exposition scrolling down the screen, it is striking to have a close-up of 
Shylock being spat onto his beard by Antonio. Faced with Antonio?s oﬀensive behavior, 
Shylock keeps silent, but from his countenance, the audience can see his shock and pain 
rather than anger. Similarly, a dramatic conflict between Shylock and Antonio is developed 
at the beginning of the manga. Shylock first appears refusing to lend money to a young 
man in Rialto, the Exchange of Venice, after calculating the financial situation of the 
borrower. As David G. Goodman and Masanori Miyazawa have argued, the popularity 
of translations and adaptations of The Merchant of Venice during the mid and late Meiji 
period stemmed from a Japanese obsession with ?money, money-lending and trials? ??-
??. Noticeably, this fascination is found at the beginning of the manga version. Here, 
Shylock, first appears in the manga as an avaricious and arrogant usurer. Such a traditional 
representation of Shylock can be traced from ????s when he was described as ?stingy, 
greedy, cruel, cold-blooded? Goodman and Miyazawa ??? until the late ????s, a period 
when Shylock?s image of being ?purely and simply fixated on money and the unhampered 
operation of his business? has been perpetuated ?Silverman ????. In Radford?s movie, 
there is no such subplot or any intention to portray Shylock in this way. 
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To return to the manga, when Shylock intends to get more interest, Antonio stops 
the borrower and suggests that he should not consult with an avaricious lender, but with 
a reliable friend. Antonio also points out that a Christian would never take extra interest 
from a friend. Shylock retorts that it is better to get interest if the borrower is a stranger. 
Antonio is so infuriated that he swears at Shylock, and then spits on him, and even beats 
him to the ground. Falling over to the ground before the crowd, Shylock is full of anger 
and hatred ????. This scene features an interesting transposition of the text by visualizing 
Shylock?s narratives about what he suffered in Rialto as ?You [Antonio] call me 
misbeliever, cut-throat dog, /And spit upon my Jewish gaberdine? ??.?.???-??. In fact, 
what Antonio has done is much more excessive than Shylock?s narrative, and obviously 
worse than that of the scene in the movie. 
In addition, in the movie, Antonio?s abusive intolerance seems to be acceptable as a 
montage of intercut images and the narratives show the contradiction between Christian 
and Jew. Conversely, there is no such background in the comic version. Later, through 
those Jews who come to console Shylock, the reader is informed that ?there is no way for 
Jews but to endure. As a Jew without our own nation, wherever we go, we will be treated 
in the same way,? and Shylock defends himself as follows:
?Should we lend money without interest just for their [Christian] purpose? What 
we can do is wearing the required red hat which identifies us as a Jew and bow to them? If 
we bear this, our whole nation would rather be cursed!? 
These interpolated lines are persuasive and arouse the reader?s sympathy naturally. 
Therefore, from the reader?s point of view, even though Shylock is an avaricious lender, 
Antonio should not go so far as to treat Shylock like this. There is no such kind of 
brutality exhibited by Antonio in Radford?s movie. Antonio?s physically excessive violence 
towards Shylock seems not to show his sense of justice, but rather to give vent to his 
anger. 
Shylock?s contradistinction with and opposition to Antonio, the epitome of the 
conflicts between Jew and Christian, is enlarged and put at the center of the issue through 
the representation of Shylock?s being punched to the ground by Antonio and also 
Antonio?s loathing of Jewishness. In the original text, through Shylock?s monologue at 
the entrance of Antonio in Act ?, ?I hate him [Antonio] for he is a Christian??.?.???, 
we know that Shylock has longstanding resentment towards Antonio because of his 
Christian identity, but there is no other textual evidence that this hatred is also bred into 
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Antonio. Instead, the manga represents the mutual resentment between Antonio and 
Shylock. Antonio despises Jews as an evil cult while Shylock curses Jesus. Shakespeare?s 
lines, as ?Yes, to smell pork, to eat of the habitation which your prophet the Nazarite [ Jesus 
of Nazareth] conjured the devil into!??.?.??-??, are transformed into a very strong 
image, in which there is a Jesus-like figure with a crucifix in hand, under him is a head of 
a pig with a crucifix ????. Such description shows Shylock?s hatred towards Christians 
while also indicating the version?s anti-Christian attitude. In the manga, the same hatred 
between Christian and Jew is surely bred into Antonio. There is a deliberate matching of 
Shylock and Antonio here. As it turns out, the polite and gracious Antonio is himself a 
violent anti-Semite. 
With the change of Japanese attitude toward Jews, the stereotypic image of Shylock 
has also varied. According to Goodman and Miyazawa, ?It was not until the late ????s 
that Shylock was portrayed sympathetically in Japan,? and this was also the period when 
Japanese witnessed ?the apex of their sympathy for the Jews????. The reason eﬀecting 
such change is that, after the Second World War, Japanese started to ?identify with the 
Jewish plight and view themselves as similar victims of international violence?Gamble 
and Watanabe ????. The most extensive of the manga?s alterations designed to create 
sympathy with Shylock is found in the lengthy interpolation depicting his being beaten by 
Antonio that I mentioned previously. The manga also contains many examples to embody 
mercy towards Shylock.
As the daughter of Shylock, Jessica is involved in betraying her father through her 
dialogue with Lorenzo. As the lines show in the speech balloon, Jessica is ashamed of 
being the daughter of Shylock. She says that despite the bond of blood, she thinks from 
the depths of her heart that she is not his daughter ???-??. Rather than being persuaded 
by Lorenzo, Jessica comes to lament her choice to abandon her father and religious 
identity, and instead become Christian. Nevertheless, the daughter-father relation is not 
easy to cut oﬀ. The following panels show Jessica?s regret at parting from Shylock while he 
leaves for dinner. Full of tears in her eyes, Jessica stands against the window and gazes at 
Shylock?s receding figure ????. It is not diﬃcult to imagine that this will be a devastating 
blow to Shylock because his daughter is ?his flesh and his blood.?
After discovering Jessica?s elopement with Lorenzo, Shylock searches throughout 
the city from day to night. Instead of Solanio?s comic report of the scene in the original 
play, the manga transforms the lines in one panel, and in the following panel, there is a 
view of Shylock?s back in the rain ????. Here our eyes absorb a more moving and tragic 
image. The disconsolate Shylock in the rain comes from Radford?s cinematography. In the 
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next frame, a close-up of Shylock?s side-face is shown and he cries like a roaring lion in 
the rain, ?my daughter, my gold have been stolen by a Christian.? It seems that the viewer 
can hear his despairing cry over the frame. Here, Shylock?s lines are changed from ?O my 
ducats! O my daughter!/ Fled with a Christian??.?.??? in the text into ?my daughter, my 
gold are stolen by a Christian.? Such slight change, on one hand, indicates that Shylock?s 
hatred towards Christians is deepened; on the other hand, it evokes Shylock?s deep feeling 
for Jessica. In the movie, the impressive scene is more vividly presented in which Shylock 
returns to the empty house, and cries behind the curtain. 
The compassion shown towards Shylock in the manga version is strengthened when 
he feels dejected by the rumor that Jessica used his dead wife?s ring to buy a monkey 
????. In corresponding to the plot, part of Act ? Scene ? is represented in details in the 
comic version. Soon after Bassanio?s and Gratiano?s rings are given to Portia and Nerissa, 
the scene shifts to Lorenzo and Jessica who are standing in the moonlight ?????. When 
Lorenzo invokes the romantic atmosphere and imagines that the stars are singing like 
angels, Jessica says ?I am never merry when I hear sweet music? ??.?.???. This is not 
about her feelings, but her lament for betraying her father. There is a panel on the next 
page, featuring a close-up of Jessica?s hand, the diamond ring on her finger, with the 
narrative aside, ?Father... ? ?????. Next to the frame, Lorenzo and Jessica stand side by 
side silently, while Jessica lowers her head, a teardrop running down her cheek. The scene 
is definitely in accord with Radford?s depiction, but does not appear at the same moment. 
In the film, the day after the reconciliation in Belmont, Jessica comes down alone to the 
lagoon in the morning, and studies her mother?s ring and looks far into the distance. 
Neither representation is from the original text.
In the court scene, in the middle frame of the page, Shylock is completely helpless 
after being stripped of all his property and is forced to change his religion in the trial. He 
kneels on the ground ?????. On the left corner of the opposite page, Shylock clenches his 
teeth, scratches his breast, and lowers his head so that his face is hidden by his hat ?????. 
But on the next frame his face is shown side on, and his agony is impressive. Finally, only 
a view of his back is focused on and his figure is tiny among the Christians. Here, we 
can notice that he is smaller than people around him. Overall, though we can see that 
Shylock is not a good character, through the portrayal, his revenge seems to be acceptable 
as retribution because the Christians have stolen his daughter. Each of these moments 
obviously reinforces our sympathy for Shylock and his suffering from the Christians. 
Nevertheless, this does not mean his actions later in the play are absolved of their excesses. 
Although greatly indebted to Radford?s adaptation, the manga is not a simplified 
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duplication of it. Instead, the manga shows different perspectives from both the 
Shakespearean text and Radford?s adaptation in representing Shylock.  Such diﬀerent views 
stem from the fact that as a representative stereotype of Jew, the image of Shylock has been 
influenced more or less by Japanese attitudes toward Jews in cultural history. Shylock?s story, 
from his being spat upon by Antonio in the opening frames to Jessica?s display of his ring 
in its final image, is at the heart of the manga?s narrative. It is easy to see how the Japanese 
adaptation chooses to focus on Shylock and tends to show sympathy to him. But his 
struggle for so-called ?justice? fails, which may relate to the tradition of Japanese attitudes 
towards Jews. Goodman and Miyazawa have noted that ?the Japanese image of Shylock, 
which has been so influential in shaping Japanese ideas about the Jews, has virtually nothing 
to do with Jews but mirrors Japan?s own cultural history? ???. Thus, it could be claimed 
that the multifaceted Shylock in the manga version is the fusion of divergent factors within 
Japanese cultural history.
3. The destination of a tyranny ―Macbeth
Mary Ann McGrail states, ?Macbeth provides an excellent starting point for 
recovery of Shakespeare?s teaching about tyranny, and what it has to do with an attempt 
to find natural limitations to human desire? ????. As we know, the regicide Macbeth 
commits in his castle brings him into new realms of violence and depravity and leads to 
tyranny. Concerning the representation of Macbeth?s violence??, Roman Polanski?s ???? 
film version of Macbeth gave rise to a good deal of controversy ?Cartmell ???. In his 
Shakespeare on Film ??????, Jack J. Jorgens remarks, ?Polanski has made so brutal and 
bloody a Macbeth? ?????. It will be thus interesting to examine how the adult manga 
Macbeth represents the violence which finally turns Macbeth into a tyrant.
Instead of the opening scene in which three witches deliver the speech ?Fair is foul, 
and foul is fair? in the Shakespeare text ??.?.???, the manga Macbeth starts with a shot of 
an owl and a hawk flying outside of a castle in the thunder and lightning. The openness 
might remind us of Akira Kurosawa?s Throne of Blood with a long shot of a barren and 
misty landscape at the beginning. Additionally, this opening scene adopts a similar device 
with a hint in the manga King Lear. Within the first panel, the symbolic narratives read, 
?An owl killed a hawk at that night???. In the following panel, an old dying man stares 
at the direction of the reader with his figure pointing the same direction.  In the next 
panel, the old man is lying on the ground, and a figure with a knife in his hand is put 
in the shadow. Then, a hand grasping a knife with blood appears in the last panel of the 
same page in which it explains as ?the hand dyed with red.? The following two pages are 
? ?? ?
the enlarged versions of the pictures in the previous page. In the enlarged picture,  an owl 
is using its claws to take hold of the wings of a hawk in the wind, and under the panel is 
the  picture of the castle with predicted words as ?disaster and ruin? and ?it will lead the 
country to great chaos???. The two panels in one page consist of a complete picture in 
which it seems that the owl and the hawk are bringing disaster to the castle. In another 
enlarged picture, a clear figure of Macbeth is filled in the whole page, his bloody hand 
with the knife and in front of him the dead body of the old man ???. Although the facial 
expression of Macbeth is a combination of anxiety and terror, the image of Macbeth as a 
murderer has rooted in the readers. Moreover, the repeated images of murder signify no 
doubt that the whole world will be in a chaotic state.
Just before the banquet welcoming Duncan, Macbeth struggles with the plan 
of murdering the king; he confesses, ?I am the king?s subject and kinsman. As a king, 
Duncan wins respect from his subjects and how can I kill such a king?? ??? On one 
hand, his statements show his guilty conscience; on the other hand, his confession 
strengthens his depravity due to his relationship with Duncan and his comments on 
Duncan as a king. Thus, he must compensate for his vice and accept the evil consequences 
as ?Sleep no more: /Macbeth does murder sleep??.?.??-??. 
Having become a man who kills under cover of darkness, Macbeth can only plunge 
to new depths of betrayal and disgrace. His next target is Banquo and his son Fleance. For 
this murder, Macbeth has no hesitation. Here an extra plot from the original text needs 
to be mentioned. Between the scenes of the murder of Banquo, the representations of 
Macbeth and Banquo are inserted in a page ????. On the top right of this page, a small 
panel shows a half side-face with a seemingly contemptuous smile. Next to it, with his 
back to the viewer, Macbeth stands in front of the window and looks into distance. The 
caption of this panel writes, ?Banquo, my friend, do not think that I am evil.? There is no 
time for the reader to think more about Macbeth?s feeling and the scene is transferred. 
With his tears flowing and his mouth open, Banquo shouts, ?Macbeth, I will never 
forgive you.? In response, Macbeth appears in the next panel and says, ?Die for my 
future.? By such references to Macbeth and the dying Banquo, the readers easily perceive 
that Macbeth who understands better than anyone what it means to kill a man is drawn 
into a kind of addiction to murder upon which he begins to recognize his whole security 
rests. However, it emerges that he is wrong and he will never find his security. As in Act 
? Scene ?, Macbeth is scared and tortured by the ghost of Banquo. Then, he turns to the 
witches for help. From this perspective, as McGrail argues, ?Macbeth is not only a tyrant, 
but also his unselfconscious superstition causes him to be an incompetent one????.
? ?? ?
Following the prophecy of the witches, it seems that Macbeth must kill to stay 
alive. Macbeth does not enact the slaughter in Macduff?s castle himself as well, but 
the representation of his dark figure appears in the background of the slaughter scene. 
With his mouth open and his angry eyes looking down on the massacre, Macbeth roars, 
?Macduﬀ, you should regret for what you have done and deliver yourself up before me 
quickly?????. It is not diﬃcult to see that his tyrannical impulse to power will lead him 
to destruction. 
As the title of the last section in the manga, ?Destruction,? suggests, Macbeth 
realizes what is going to happen to him ?????. Macbeth is on the left corner of the panel 
and he casts a long shadow on the opposite wall while the narratives read, the same as the 
famous lines he utters in the play,
Tomorrow, and tomorrow, and tomorrow
Creeps in this petty pace from day to day
To the last syllable of recorded time
And all our yesterdays have lighted fools
The way to dusty death. Out, out, brief candle, 
Life?s but a walking shadow, a poor player
That struts and frets his hour upon the stage
And then is heard no more. It is a tale 
Told by an idiot, full of sound and fury
Signifying nothing. ??.?.??-???
His shadow is not his figure, but rather like a ghost or one that is more like the witches 
because they are represented like ghosts ?????. Both he and his shadow look lonely. 
Macbeth knows that there is no escape from nightmare because he has eradicated the 
boundary between rational violence and chaos. Finally, he must face the human fate and 
condition. 
As it turns out, the manga version weakens the supernatural aspects of the three 
witches; instead it shifts its focus to the representation of Macbeth?s violence and its 
consequences. Each instance of Macbeth?s violence is followed by a torture ?or we might 
say punishment?. It seems that Macbeth?s violence as a tyrant becomes a moral lesson to 
the readers. Another example is the suggestive ending in which the Weird Sisters hold 
the head of Macbeth at night and say ?The king is only human? ?????.  As we know, 
in the original text, Macduﬀ cuts Macbeth?s head and takes it back to Malcom while in 
? ?? ?
the manga both Macbeth?s head and body fall off the castle after Macduff decapitates 
Macbeth ?????. It is to this eﬀect that the readers acknowledge that uncontrollable desire 
that pushes Macbeth into the abyss of murder. Furthermore, the presence of Macbeth?s 
severed head at the end mocks the aura of triumph with which the play concludes. Rather 
than the influence of external factors, Macbeth?s inner drive for power is emphasized. 
From the perspective of moral lessons, it is for sure that Macbeth should compensate for 
what he has done. It is a fact of life implicit in almost every consequential action.                            
4. The heroic role of Hamlet in manga Hamlet
Foakes quotes the words of Victor Hugo to explain why Hamlet could always be 
reconstructed as a modern, a contemporary of the reader: ?His strange reality is our own 
reality, after all...Unhealthy as he is, Hamlet expresses a permanent condition of man?
????. Hamlet is recognized as ?an indecisive over-thinker?Garber xiii?. In the prologue 
to his film Hamlet, Laurence Olivier summarizes, ?this [Hamlet] is the tragedy of a man 
who could not make up his mind?qtd. from Cartmell ???. Consequently, Hamlet?s 
melancholy and indecisiveness make him fail to carry out what he resolves to do. But the 
manga version seems to shift attention from the demerits of Hamlet to his virtues.
The manga version of Hamlet begins with Horatio, Hamlet?s best friend, telling 
the story of Hamlet to Fortinbras and others. As we know, at the end of the play, Horatio 
promises to ?truly deliver? the story of Hamlet ??.?.????, but before he can do so, 
Fortinbras interrupts him ??.?.????. Through the agency of Horatio, the manga conveys 
a heroic image of Hamlet to the reader. That is, just as written in the balloons of the 
panels, ?This is not only a revenge play, but a story of the struggle of Hamlet, prince of 
Denmark???. Additionally, Hamlet is ?A truly noble prince; when facing a deep sense 
of anxiety and despair, he never loses control of himself, but becomes even more resolute 
to live???. Obviously, such an appraisal of Hamlet is contrary to the figure many critics 
have discussed. Nevertheless, let us examine how the manga portrays Hamlet as such a 
heroic figure.
At the outset, Hamlet suffers from his uncle?s succession to the throne and his 
mother?s remarriage with his uncle after the death of his father, but he is helpless and 
confesses as much in the text, ?O that this too too sallied flesh would melt, /Thaw and 
resolve itself into a dew, /Or that the Everlasting had not fixed/ His canon ?gainst self-
slaughter. O God, God??.?.???-????. The illustrator does present a picture in which 
the flesh of the fingers of a right hand begins to drop ????. Through such a bloody and 
cruel illustration, the reader can immediately feel the pain of Hamlet and show sympathy 
? ?? ?
to him. There is no doubt that the focus on Hamlet?s internal struggle with this sense of 
powerlessness is successful. 
At the same time, Horatio brings Hamlet a piece of news about the appearance 
of his ghostly father. Hamlet goes to meet the ghost who tells him the truth of his uncle 
murdering his father. His response is ?That is what I have thought. It is him [Claudius]?
????. His doubt proves to be true and he is requested to carry out revenge. He takes a vow 
that he will ?erase all from his memory but what he has heard? since the ghost tells him 
not to forget his father ????. Being asked what happened to the ghost, he says, ?Disappear 
with the rising sun? and he sounds relieved, ?But I have heard meaningful things????. 
From his answer, the reader may easily notice that Hamlet has made up his mind to take 
revenge.
His melancholy and mad behavior is part of his plan and another idea has come to 
him, that is, ?The Mousetrap.?  In order to make his plan go smoothly, he still pretends 
to be crazy and takes precautions against Claudius?s surveillance. Instead of indecisiveness 
and hesitation, he is constantly thinking and making decisions. There is something quite 
striking about the portrayal of Hamlet?s speculation, including the famous lines of ?To be, 
or not to be,?        
To be, or not to be ? that is the question; 
Whether?tis nobler in the mind to suﬀer 
The slings and arrows of outrageous fortune
Or to take arms against a sea of troubles 
And by opposing end them; to die: to sleep ?  
No more, and by a sleep to say we end
......
With this regard their currents turn awry
And lose the name of action. ??.?.??-???
Although the whole text of this speech is not fully represented in the panels, the 
illustrator spends nearly four pages to portrait the complexity of the speaker?s innermost 
feelings. In this way, by making full use of close-ups and long-shots, the power of the 
language is subtly conveyed, since panels function like film shots: ?Wide angles establish 
environment, and close-ups emphasize the interior monologues of the characters? 
?Gorman ix?. Hamlet?s quick shift from his internal speculation to the conversation with 
Ophelia demonstrates that he is in control of his emotions. The reader is informed that 
? ?? ?
meeting with Ophelia is the plan of Claudius and Polonius to test Hamlet, and Hamlet 
himself clearly does not know this. He must feel for sure that everything is in his control. 
He treats Ophelia indiﬀerently and says repeatedly ?To a nunnery, go!? ???-???. It is 
easy to be recognized that the nunnery scene is similar with that of Franco Zeﬃrelli?s 
drama film Hamlet ?????? in which Mel Gibson acts as Hamlet. Here Hamlet?s behavior 
deceives Polonius completely, but Claudius still doubts him. Nevertheless, the reader will 
realize his ability of acting and achieving his goal of revenge.
During the play within the play, Hamlet asks Horatio to observe Claudius?s reaction. 
In the closet scene, Hamlet is not startled by the bloody standing presence of the dying 
Polonius. After scolding Gertrude?s remarriage and exposing the truth of Claudius?s murder 
to his mother, he moves Polonius?s dead body calmly and he is able to take the responsibility 
for his actions. For the reader, Hamlet?s condition is not madness, but performance. In fact, 
Hamlet has the chance to kill Claudius when Claudius is praying, but he thinks it will 
send Claudius to heaven ?????. His leaving for England might be regarded as a kind of 
escape. Therefore, the illustrator is quick to distinguish this from indecisiveness through 
his reflection when he sees Fortinbras fighting for his country. Furthermore, his speech to 
Laertes prior to the fencing match shows that he is not afraid of confessing his mistake. 
As a consequence, the emphasis lies in Hamlet?s bravery to assume his responsibility not 
only for his revenge for his father, but for the consideration of the country since he finally 
designates Fortinbras to ascend the throne. Although many of these aspects are present in 
the original play, it is noticeable that the manga adaptation foregrounds at the decisive and 
resolute parts of Hamlet?s character. Therefore, the manga Hamlet lays a more persuasive 
strategy for presenting Hamlet as a noble heroic figure.
In the end, the implications encourage us to consider how the interplay between 
different cultures affects and creates deeper meaning-making within a context of 
dialogues.  But each of them discussed here has intersected in different ways with the 
Japanese perspectives. The reader, thus, could find relevance in the manga versions. It is 
inevitable that for commercial purpose, the producer or illustrator adopts some subplots 
from other popular adaptations to the manga versions rather than basing on the original 
texts. Concerning adapting Shakespeare?s plays, Cartmell argues, ?Each generation 
appropriates the text for its own political and social agenda? and ?projects its own cultural 
concerns on to the screen? ????. Such cultural concerns distinguish the adaptations 
from the original texts. In fact, Cartimell?s statement is not only arguable in cinematic 
adaptations, but understandable in analyzing Shakespeare manga adaptations in Japan.
? ?? ?
IV. Conclusion
In this essay, with a focus on four Shakespeare texts ?King Lear, The Merchant of 
Venice, Macbeth and Hamlet ?in Manga de Dokuha Series, I have studied the complexities 
of trans-cultural and trans-media referentiality. In distinction to the previous Shakespeare 
sh?jo manga in Japan, the four works are set on an educational level to popularize 
Shakespearean plays. This device of drawing on pop culture gives the audience familiar 
keys to help them understand complicated plots and the ideas behind Shakespeare?s plays 
while leading audiences to see their society from a diﬀerent perspective. Additionally, the 
Shakespeare manga meet the challenge of conveying serious themes or crucial aspects 
that have repeatedly caught the attention of critics. Despite of certain departures from 
Shakespeare?s texts, each of the manga versions employs conventions but retains their own 
narrative styles due to the influence of the Japanese popular culture.  
Each Shakespeare adaptation seeks to open up new horizons for the traditional 
forms.  Exhibiting a striking mix of canonical Shakespeare and Japanese popular culture, 
the Shakespeare manga aids the readers?identification with the narratives and thereby 
encourages readers to see the relevance of the story in today?s society. Thus, it could be 
concluded that Shakespeare manga in Manga de Dokuha series stands on its own literary 
tradition and it helps to enrich the manga genre. Consequently, the manga version should 
command the attention of anyone concerned with the art of comics and their cultural 
context. 
Notes
The topic on The Merchant of Venice in this essay was presented at Shakespeare and the Popular 
Media conference held by Shirayuri College and University of Tsukuba, December ????. Thanks to 
the participants for their helpful comments. Thanks also to Professor Hiromi Fuyuki and Professor 
Anthony Martin for their  advice and support.
? See David McNeill?s ?A Revolutionary Reworking for Marx?s Kapital?? in The Independent on 
November ??; The Japan Times reported the publication in the title of ??Das Kapital? comic has 
mass appeal? on December ??, ????. 
? See  McNeill.
? Yomiuri Shimbun on July ??, ????.
? Translation from Omori?s claim on the dust-jacket of Hamlet.
? According to the advertised information on the dust-jackets of Hamlet and Macbeth.
? ?? ?
? The Japan Times of December ??, ????.
?  Translation from Kazuki Fujizawa?s blog.
? For example, Yoko Izumi?s Romeo and Juliet in ????; Hiromi Hisakake?s Romeo and Juliet in ????; 
Koi Gishida?s Romeo and Juliet in ????; Yumiko Igarashi?s My Love is My Life: Romeo and Juliet in 
????, and so on.
? Translation from Ootsuru Kimihiko?s blog.
?? Takafumi Horie, a controversial and unconventional figure in business, founded Livedoor which is 
a website design operation that became popular. He has been invited to write messages for Manga 
de Dokuha Series in the advertising campaign. More details in his blog.
?? About the violence of Roman Polanski?s Macbeth, see Cartmell ??-??.
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